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The present application is a divisional application of 
copending application Ser. No. 316,095 filed Oct. 14, 1963, 
now abandoned, which is, in turn, derived in part from 
application Ser. No. 84,586 filed on lan. 24, 1961 and 
abandoned after the filing of said application Ser. No. 
316,095. 

This invention relates more particularly but not exclu 
sively to dry Shavers of the type in which an inner cut 
ting part or element such as a number of knives rigidly 
interconnected to form a knife block is reciprocated by 
a vibrating armature motor while being pressed against 
the inner face of a stationary foil cutting comb or per 
forated cutting foil which serves as the outer cutting part, 
the inner and outer cutting elements constituting Va cutting 
head. The invention is more especially concerned with a 
novel system of mounting the knife block on the driving 
component and with its coaction with the cutting foil. 

In a known shaver of this type, the knife block is con 
nected to the oscillating lever of the -drive motor through 
a universal coupling which allows some movement of the 
block about its three principal axes, longitudinal, trans 
verse and vertical. This cutting head has the disadvan 
tage of permitting the knife block to wobble somewhat 
about its longitudinal axis and thus it is not able to take 
up lateral thrust during shaving, and does not engage the 
cutting foil properly. This resul-ts in poor cutting eili 
ciency. The performance can be improved in this respect 
by using a pin at the transverse axis of the knife block 
to link the latter wit-h the oscillating lever. This arrange 
ment is known as a semi-universal coupling since it al 
lows movement about two out of the three principal axes 
of the cutting block. 

In Shavers in which there is a single helical compression 
spring mounted on the driving pin of the oscillating lever 
for loading the inner cutting part, the effect on shaving 
or cutting efficiency of the engagement of this spring 
with the knife block has been largely overlooked. Thus, 
if the end of the spring rests directly against the underface 
of the knife block, asymmetrical and otherwise uneven 
loading of the spring in the extreme positions of the oscil 
lating lever results in and leads to disengagement of the 
end knives from the cutting foil. 
A third difficulty is the cleaning of dry Shavers. For 

this the knife block must, at regular intervals, be corn 
pletel‘y freed of skin debris, sebum ̀ and the like. It should 
be able to be removed without specially adapted tools or 
other additional equipment to allow a cleaning liquid 
such as benzine to be applied and washed off. Easy re 
moval of the knife block also facilitates any necessary 
repairs. 
One effect of the improvements of our invention is 

the provision of a dry shave cutting head of the type com 
prising a knife block to be reciprocated by an oscillating 
lever, itself carrying a spring for pressing the head against 
the inside of the cutting foil which is free from al-l the 
above faults and has a knife block which is connected to 
the driving element in such a manner that the knife block 
cannot rock about its longitudinal axis while rocking 
about its transverse axis nor cause additional loading of 
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the spring. The value of this coupling between the inner 
cutting part and the drive of a dry shaver is demonstrated 
by the absence of .parasitic vibration and the consequent 
quiet running of the knife block. 
To achieve this and other advantages which will ap 

pear as the description proceeds, we arrange the spring to 
»abut against a sliding bushing mounted on a pin attached 
to the oscilla-ting lever. The bushing is coupled to the 
knife block to pivot about the latter’s transverse axis in 
such a manner that the 4permitted rocking movements of 
the knife block about its vertical and transverse axes do 
not place additional strains on the spring. Preferably 
the knife block is detachably secured to a cross head by 
a known snap-fastener type of connection. The bushing 
and the cross head are both so arranged that the former, 
which is journalled in the latter, can pivot about the trans 
verse axis of the knife block. The use of the sliding bush 
ing also enables us to allow the cross head and the struc 
turally -associated knife block to slide along, and to rock 
about the preferably cylindrical end of the oscillating 
lever. rDherefore, the spring presses the knife block even 
ly against the cutting foil and is itself not asymmetrically 
loaded. Running is quiet while disengagement of the 
knife block from the cutting foil at the outer edges is pre 
vented. 
We prefer to make the cross head in the form of a plate 

with a central opening in which the bushing is pivotally 
mounted. On the side of this plate facing the underside 
of the knife block, at each end of the central opening, we 
provide the tensioning means for the snap-fastener con 
nection, e.g. hooked projections. 
A cross head plate with marginal flanges or portions 

set at an angle to its main plane has been found especially 
successful since the hooked projections can be placed at 
the ends of these marginal portions while the bearings for 
the bushing can be placed in the middle of them. The 
end of the spring carried on the oscillating lever sur 
rounds the outer face of the bushing and lies in the lat 
ter’s pivotal axis. 
The knife block has an elongated, frame-like base plate 

carrying two pins aligned with, and engaging tensioning 
means (the hooked projections) on the cross head so as 
to cooperate with them to produce t'he snap-fastener con 
nection. 
We lind it especially convenient to place the hooked 

projections in two pairs which are arranged on each side 
of the central opening in the plate of the cross head so 
that they are symmetrically placed with respect to counter 
abutments. The advantage of this is that one pushing the 
pins of the knife block between the hooked projections 
and the 4abutments effects a three point engagement of 
each pin so that the connection between the knife block 
and the cross head does, in fact, possess a double snap 
fastener action. This effects a good distribution of the 
weight of the knife block and of the thrusts of the drive 
through the equivalent of two snap-fasteners so that at 
tachment is secure, chatter is prevented and the cutting 
action improved. 

In a preferred form of our novel shaver, the base 
plate of the knife block has upwardly projecting hemi 
spherical end Walls which are linked by a bridge overlying 
the base plate. The knives or knife blades which ex 
tend normal to the base plate and its longitudinal axis 
are attached to the base plate and bridge by casting 
during production thereof so as to form one integral 
assembly. This form of knife block has the advantage of 
having a center of gravity which is sufficiently 10W to 
be coplanar with the coupling pins placed symmetrical 
ly about the center of the block. The transmission of 
thrusts from the oscillating lever to the knife block there 
fore takes place in the plane of the center of gravity 
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and the thrust per unit area of all the knives against 
the cutting foil is equal. This improvement reduces 
chatter, which has already been discussed and therefore 
further improves cutting action. 

In order to prevent the knife block from coming away 
when the cutter frame is detached, we find it expedient 
to tix a spring disc on the top end of the oscillating lever 
to limit travel of the cross head and bushing. 

Since the knife block is hollow and open downwards, 
we find it expedient to close it on this side by making 
the cross head of sufficient length to serve this purpose 
and receive hair “dust” In order to collect this dust, 
we provide on the cross head a removable hair-collect 
ing adhesive insert on which the hair debris gathers. 
This has the advantage that the whole interior space 
of the knife block is utilized as a hair-collecting con 
tainer. On removing the knife block, the adhesive insert 
can be restored or replaced. 
Though we have referred above almost exclusively 

to a cutting head with a knife block, the various novel 
features which we propose could also be applied to a 
shaver in which the inner cutting element is a cutting 
grid or perforated sheet. 

Further details and advantages of our novel improve 
ments in dry Shavers will now appear from the follow 
ing particular description which refers to a novel shaver 
head shown in the attached drawing, and is to be con 
sidered purely illustrative. 
The figures show: 
FIG. 1 is a cross section of the cutting head of the 

dry shaver; 
FIG. 2 is a longitudinal section omitting the parts 

securing the cutter head frame to the housing; and 
FIG. 3 is a plan view of the cross head on a larger 

scale, the support pins of the knife block being shown 
in broken lines. 

The knife block 1 or movable cutter of the cutting 
head which is mounted in the housing 1’ and arranged 
to be driven by the oscillating lever 2, comprises a frame 
like base plate 3, which is open so as to give access 
from below. The knife block has semi-circular upward 
ly projecting end walls 4 (see FIG. l) which are con 
nected »to a bridge 5. The so-formed basic skeleton of 
the knife head or block is made by die casting using a 
known incasting technique so that their knives 6, normal 
to the longitudinal axis of the block, are each attached 
at three points, at the bridge 5 and at each of the longi 
tudinal side pieces of the base plate 3. `When it is re 
membered that the shaver is mostly moved over the 
skin while held at a right angle to it, the advantage 
of this arrangement will be seen: the greatest thrust 
on the semi-cylindrical knife block through the thin, 
iiexible foil or stationary cutter 18 will occur along the 
median line of its semi-cylindrical face area and will be 
taken up by the bridge 5 placed in this very position 
and transmitted through the end walls 4 to the base 
plate. We have not shown the knives 6 in FIG. l in 
order to make one end wall 4 visible. 
The knife block is linked through a cross head 7 

of thermoplastic synthetic resin with the oscillating lever 
2. The cross head 7 has the form of a rectangular plate 
with a central opening S (see FIG. 3) in which a bushing 
9 is mounted by means of trunnions 10 journalled in 
the turned-up or angled longitudinal marginal portions 
or iianges 7'. The trunnions or pins 10 are arranged at 
the ends of a yoke 10’ on the bushing 9. 
The latter has a bore 48 enabling it to be slid along, 

and turned about a cylindrical pin 11 on the oscillating 
lever 2. The outer face of the bushing iits into and 
guides the end coils of a compression spring 12 mounted 
on the pin 11. The compression spirng 12 engages the 
yoke so that it cannot move upwards. The yoke defines 
the pivot axis of the bushing 9. 
The knife block is attached to the cross head 7 

by a connection resembling a double snap-fastener. For 
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4 
this purpose, the longitudinal sides of the base plate 3 
of the knife block carry axially split pins 13 at points 
which are symmetrically placed about its center and co 
planar with its center of gravity (see FIG. 2). These 
pins 13, which are of tubular spring steel, are deformed 
before insertion in the knife block so that on recover 
ing their shape after insertion positive connections re 
sult. The pins or tubes 13 rest against two pairs of 
hooked projections 14 and 1S and against aligned cor 
responding counter-abutments 16 and 17 on the cross 
head 7. The abutments and projections thus form a 
three point attachment for each pin (as shown in FIG. 
3 in broken lines) so that a slight pull or push with 
the `iingers is sufficient to remove or replace the knife 
block. This greatly simplifies repairs and facilitates 
cleaning and disinfecting, more so since the knife block 
is best taken off to avoid getting cleaning liquid on or 
in the synthetic resin housing. 

For each movement of the oscillating lever 2, the 
knife block makes a relative rocking movement about 
its transverse axis in the trunnions 10 and the yoke 10’ 
of the bushing. It also makes a relative linear move 
ment along the axis of the oscillating lever 2. This 
rotary and linear movement guarantees the best use 
being made of the compression spring 12 since it is not 
bent to one side in opeartion and undesired parasitic 
vibrations are excluded. The spring is only subjected to 
compression, not flexure, and its loading is minimal. 
The reciprocation of the knife block under the station 
ary cutting member or cutting foil comb 18 is com 
pletely independent of spring pressure so that disengage 
ment of the end knives from the foil 18 in the extreme 
positions of travel of the knife block does not occur. 
Consequently, the cutting action in these marginal zones 
is very eiiicient. 

In addition to these two movements, the knife block 
can also rock about its vertical axis to adapt itself to 
the hollow ‘of the cutting foil 18. Moreover, when the 
cutting head frame 19 is removed, the knife block can 
be more easily removed from the cross head 7 after 
turning it 90° from the working position. In order to 
avoid undesired removal of the knife head when only 
the cutting head is to be taken off, a spring locking washer 
20 is fixed to the end of the pin 11 on the oscillating 
lever 2 to limit upward movement of the bushing. 

Various modifications can be made in the novel shaver 
as described. Thus, the base plate of the cross head 
7 could be made suiiiciently long to close the knife 
block frame completely from below. Hair “dust” and 
other debris would then be collected by the base plate. 
The face of the latter turned towards the knives could 
be covered with a removable adhesive insert (not shown) 
to which hair dust would stick and from which it could 
be removed in the course of cleaning. 
We claim: 
1. In a dry shaver, in combination: a housing; a cutting 

head mounted on said housing and including a movable 
cutter and a stationary cutting foil overlying said mova 
ble cutter; oscillating means in said housing and includ 
ing an oscillating lever for reciprocating said movable 
cutter along the inner surface of said cutting foil; coupling 
means including a bushing slidably mounted on said 
lever for reciprocation in axial direction of the latter; 
a plate formed with a central opening therethrough 
through which said bushing extends and being pivotal 
ly connected to said bushing tiltable about a fixed axis 
transverse to the axis of said lever; and connecting means 
for releasably connecting said movable cutter to said 
plate; and spring means engaging at one end thereof 
against said lever and at the other end against said 
bushing of said coupling means and tending to move 
the latter and said movable cutter connected thereto 
in direction of the axis of said lever toward said cutting 
foil whereby said spring means is stressed only due 
to reciprocation of said bushing in axial direction of said 
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lever and is not stressed due to relative tilting movement 
of lever and plate about said transversely extending axis. 

2. VIn a dry shaver, in combination: a housing; a cutting 
head mounted in said housing and including a mova 
ble cutter and a stationary cutting foil overlying said 
movable cutter; an oscillating lever in said housing for 
reciprocating said movable cutter along the inner sur 
face of said cutting foil; coupling means including a 
bushing slidably mounted on said lever for reciproca 
tion in axial direction of the latter, a plate formed with 
a central opening therethrough through which said bush 
ing extends and being pivotally connected to said bush 
ing tiltable about a `fixed axis transverse to the axis 
of said lever, and resilient connecting means for re 
leasably connecting said movable cutter to said plate 
and permitting removal of said movable cutter from 
said plate substantially in direction of the axis of said 
lever; and spring means engaging at one end thereof 
against said lever and at the other end against said 
bushing of said coupling means and tending to move the 
latter and said movable cutter connected thereto in 
direction of the axis of said lever toward said cutting 
foil whereby said spring means is stressed only due to 
reciprocation of said bushing in axial direction of said 
lever and is not stressed due to relative tilting movement 
of lever and plate about said transversely extending axis. 

3. An arrangement as defined in claim 2 in which said 
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trunnions are located substantially in the center of gravity 
of said movable cutter. 

4. An arrangement as defined in claim 2 in which 
said plate is formed from synthetic resin and in which 
said resilient connecting means include two pairs of 
hook-shaped projections respectively arranged `on op 
posite sides of said opening in said plate and project 
ing upwardly from said plate toward said open end of 
said housing, and a pair of pins extending fixed to said 
movable cutter transverse to the axis of said lever and 
being resiliently engaged by said hook-shaped projections. 

5. An arrangement as defined in claim 4 including an 
additional pair of projections each arranged in a plane 
of symmetry between said two pairs of hook-shaped pro 
jections and respectively engaging said pins on the sides 
opposite the sides engaged by said hook-shaped pro 
jections. 
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